An Introduction to HipSci data
The Human Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells Ini8a8ve (HipSci) is genera8ng a large, highquality reference panel of human IPSC lines for the research community. These lines are
created from 8ssue dona8ons from both healthy volunteers and pa8ents from par8cular
rare disease communi8es.
This document and its associated video describes the data generated by the HipSci project
and how user-access to the data is managed.
Each line generated by HipSci is extensively characterised, with gene8c, proteomic and
phenotypic data that is freely available for use by the wider research community.
The HipSci project releases both its quality control data (QC) and its assay data to the
community so everyone can use these datasets in research.

Quality Control Data
The HipSci project runs two quality control assays (QC) on all successful iPS cell lines from
each donor, and on their equivalent soma8c cells. From this QC, HipSci assesses the
pluripotency and gene8c stability of the lines and selects suitable cell lines for banking. For
cell lines derived during the earliest phases of the project, three lines per donor were picked
as candidates, currently two are picked, and in some cases two of these were selected for
banking.

Pluripotency Assessment (Expression array)
The candidate iPSC lines and soma8c cells are both assayed using an expression array such
as the HumanHT-12 v4 Expression BeadChip Kit from Illumina. The results of these assays
are then used by Pluritest1, a tool which compares to expression data from a training set of
450 lines to assess the level of expression of pluripotency markers in the given sample.
You can see the Pluritest results for a par8cular cell line on its cell line page such as hSp://
www.hipsci.org/lines/#/lines/HPSI1113i-podx_1. The two charts show the calculated
pluripotency score and the novelty score, respec8vely, for the iPSC clones assayed as well as
the control soma8c cell lines.
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Gene>c Stability Assessment (Genotyping by array)
The iPSC clones and soma8c cells are both genotyped using a beadchip array from Illumina.
Like for the pluripotency assessment, the results from the iPSC lines are compared with the
results from the soma8c cells that were assayed. The comparison is conducted using an
algorithm2 wriSen speciﬁcally for the HipSci project.
The custom CNV results are visible on each cell line page, such as hSp://www.hipsci.org/
lines/#/lines/HPSI0513i-euir_1 and show if there are any copy number aberra8ons between
the soma8c derived control data and the given iPSC lines. The ﬁrst plot shows a summary of
the analysis across each chromosome; the subsequent plots show any aberrant region in
more detail.
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Characterisa>on Assays
Based on the QC results, par8cular iPSC lines are selected to be banked in a public cell bank.
These lines are then subject to several more genomic, proteomic and phenotyping assays.
These assays are conducted in three diﬀerent ins8tutes from the HipSci consor8um. The
Wellcome Trust Sanger Ins8tute conducts all the genomic assays; Kings College London
generates the cellular phenotyping data for the project and the University of Dundee
conducts all the proteomic assays.

Whole exome sequencing and whole genome sequencing
Whole exome sequencing is performed on all iPSC lines selected for banking in order to
genotype these lines in the exonic regions of the genome. A subset of lines have also been
whole genome sequenced (~150 open access healthy donors).
Furthermore, we have sequenced ~250 of the soma8c cell from which the iPSCs were
derived. These soma8c cell are all from the healthy volunteer cohort.

RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq is performed on all selected iPSC lines. This provides the consor8um with data to
study phenomena such as gene expression levels, alterna8ve gene-spliced transcripts, and
gene fusion events.
Methyla8on Array
Methyla8on proﬁling by array is used to probe the epigene8c state of HipSci iPS cell lines.
Cellular Phenotyping
The cellular phenotyping project at Kings College London, is evalua8ng how iPSCs respond to
chemical, physical and biological s8muli. A high-content plalorm uses novel assays and
ar8ﬁcial s8muli to analyse iPSC behaviour in diﬀerent microenvironments. These data
contribute to HipSci’s research into the dependence of phenotypic variance on gene8c and
epigene8c variance.
Proteomic Mass Spectrometry
HipSci's proteomics data is generated at the University of Dundee. The HipSci project
includes mass spectrometry (MS)-based measurements of protein expression in many of the
HipSci cell lines, from both normal and disease groups. This includes both label-free and
TMT measurements of protein abundance. Work is on-going to closely integrate the
quan8ta8ve measurements of protein expression levels with parallel data generated within
HipSci that document genome sequences and methyla8on paSerns, mRNA expression and
cell phenotypes, measured on the same cell lines.

Management of data access
HipSci makes all of its data readily available, to share with researchers worldwide. Once data
is deposited, data sets are classed as either “managed access”, meaning users must register
to obtain access; or “open access”, meaning any user can download the data immediately
without registering.
Managed access (M)
• The ethical consent agreement of some HipSci donors authorises release of
individually unique data for speciﬁc research use to bona ﬁde researchers.
• Cell lines and data are marked as 'Managed access' or 'M' in HipSci’s cell line and
data browser, if the donor's individually unique data are bound by these restric8ons.
• All managed access data are stored in the EGA archive.
• For access to these data, researchers must apply for access to the data via WTSI's
Electronic Data Access Mechanism.
Open access (O)
• Open access donors authorise the release of individually unique data to all par8es,
with no requirement to sa8sfy any data access restric8ons.
• Furthermore, data from any donor is classed as open access if it is not individually
unique; i.e. does not contain genotype informa8on. This includes proteomics mass
spectrometry, and cellular phenotyping measurements.
• These cell lines are marked as 'Open access' or 'O' in HipSci’s cell line and data
browser, and there are links to download the data directly.
• The Y chromosome is excluded from open access data before it is made publicly
available. This is to protect and prevent the iden8ﬁca8on of our donors.

Where to get help
If you are struggling to ﬁnd the informa8on you need regarding our cell lines and data, or
have another general enquiry, you can contact us at hipsci@ebi.ac.uk
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